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EMA BMV Guideline: Dates & Places
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18-Dec-2008
 Concept paper/recommendations on the need for a (CHMP) guideline

 on the validation of bioanalytical methods
 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Scientific_guideline/2009/09/WC500002964.

 
pdf



 

19-Nov-2009
 Draft. Guideline on the validation of bioanalytical methods

 
http://www.emea.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Scientific_guideline/2009/12/WC500018062

 
.pdf



 

21-Jul-2011
 Guideline on the validation of bioanalytical methods

 
http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Scientific_guideline/2011/08/WC500109686.

 
pdf



 

21-Jul-2011
 Overview of comments received on ‘Guideline on the validation of 

bioanalytical methods’
 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Other/2011/08/WC500109687.pdf
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EMA BMV Guideline: who, why & how


 

Rapporteur: Netherlands 
Co-Rapporteur: France

 Inspectors


 

EMA: no bioanalytical guideline available


 

New BE guideline with a section on bioanalytical 
methods


 

ICH/FDA/current scientific knowledge
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EMA -
 

European Medicines Agency
 

CHMP
 

-  Committee  for Human 
Medicinal Products

1 Member/Member State (n=27)
1 Alternate/MS 
1 Member from Iceland & Norway
5 Co-opted members
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Drafting the Bioanalytical Guideline
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Concept paper/recommendations on the 
need for a (CHMP) guideline on the 
validation of bioanalytical methods
PROBLEM STATEMENT

The CHMP does not have a Note for Guidance on validation of 
bio-analytical methods, although analytical methods and 
validations are included in most application dossiers. 
The new guideline will provide recommendations for the 
validation of a bioanalytical method. Next to that, specific topics 
should be addressed with regard to the bioanalytical method, i.e. 
the actual analysis of study samples.
Furthermore it is not the purpose of the new guideline to 
introduce fully new criteria, but it should be in line with current 
scientific knowledge on this topic. 
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Draft Bioanalytical guideline: timeline
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Draft -
 

Guideline on validation of 
bioanalytical methods
SCOPE

This guideline provides requirements for the validation of 
bioanalytical methods.
In addition, specific aspects of the bioanalytical method itself

 will be addressed, e.g. the actual analysis of samples from 
toxicokinetic studies and clinical trials.
Furthermore, this guideline will describe when partial validation 
or cross validation may represent an appropriate alternative 
approach to the complete validation of an analytical method.
Some special techniques such as radio-labelled analysis 
methods using 14C labelled drugs, are not covered here, but 
even in such cases efforts should be made to apply to the 
principles of this guideline.
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From draft to final: Consultation period


 

Comments received from > 50 sources


 

Informal and formal contacts with FDA, under 
confidentiality agreements


 

Discussions at workshops, meetings…
–

 
EBF 2nd

 

open symposium: Barcelona, Dec 2009
–

 
EBF/EUFEPS workshop: Brussels, April 2010

–
 

CVG 4th

 

WRIB: Montreal, Apr 2010
–

 
EBF symposium @NBC: San Francisco, May 2010

–
 

BFG Symposium @AAPS: New Orleans, Nov 2010
–

 
EBF 3rd

 

open symposium: Barcelona, Dec 2010
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Guideline on bioanalytical method 
validation

Scope

This guideline provides recommendations for the validation of 
bioanalytical methods applied to measure drug concentrations in 
biological matrices obtained in animal toxicokinetic studies and

 
all 

phases of clinical trials. As ligand binding assays differ substantially 
from chromatographic analytical methods, separate validation 
recommendations for ligand binding assays are provided.
In addition, specific aspects for the analysis of study samples will be 
addressed.
Furthermore, this guideline will describe when partial validation or 
cross validation should be carried out in addition to the full validation of 
an analytical method.
Methods used for determining quantitative concentrations of 
biomarkers used in assessing pharmacodynamic endpoints are out of 
the scope of this guideline.
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Part 2: EBF interactions
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EBF activities


 

Concept paper (Dec 2008)
–

 
Jan 2009 discussions during closed meeting

–
 

Jan-Feb 2009 collect comments from members
–

 
Mar 2009 provide EBF comments to EMA

–
 

Dec 2009 session during 2nd

 

EBF open symposium


 
Draft guideline (Dec 2009)
–

 
Jan-Feb 2010 collect comment from members

–
 

Apr 2010 EBF/EUFEPS workshop
–

 
May 2010 symposium at NBC 2010

–
 

May 2010 provide EBF comments to EMA
–

 
Dec 2010 ‘GBC session’

 
at 3rd

 

EBF open symposium


 
Final guideline (Jul 2011)
–

 
Aug-Oct 2011 collect comments from members

–
 

Nov 2011 session at 4th

 

EBF open symposium
–

 
Mar 2012 discussion on implementation at EBF closed 
workshop 2012
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EBF problem
 

solving  
 

do a survey

FDA EBF Consolidated Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 Company 6 Company 7 Company 8
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
no CHMP Note for Guidance Furthermore  it is not the purpose of the new quideline to 

introduce fully new criteria, but it should be in line with 
current scientific knowledge on this topic

Fully agreed. FDA BMV & CCIII AAPS paper are "the golden 
standards" accepted and implemented by the bioanalytical society. 

3. DISCUSSION
application The Note for Guidance on the validation of bioanalytical 

methods will apply to Marketing Authorisation 
Applications for human medicinal products submitted in 
accordance with the Directive 2001/83/EC as amended, 
in which the analysis of drug concentrations is part of the 
application.

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement, with exceptions : 1) It should be clearly 
stated if guidance applies to both chromatographic assays and 
LBAs or not, and if metabolite quantitation according to MIST is 
included 2) No validation is required for non standard matrices like 
tissue homogenates, urine, rare matrics. In these cases method 
qualification, focussing on key scientific challenges for the particular 
matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this approach should be 
documented a priori.

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement, with exception: no full validation 
is required for non standard matrices such as  tissue 
homogenates or rare matrices. In these cases method 
qualification, focusing on key scientific challenges for the 
particular matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this 
approach should be documented a priori. Blood, serum, 
plasma, or urine are considered standard matrices.

OK FDA guidance is also applicable for veterinary drug 
approval; EMEA guidance too or will there be a separate 
guidance for that? 

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement; Exception : no full validation is 
required for tissue homogenates or rare matrics.

same as J&J, for early and exploratoy PD studies in 
animals fit for use approach should be applicable, in 
general the FDA 2001 and CCIII are not that bad, proposal 
stay as close as possible but try to make the european 
point wherever it is needed and gives some benefit

Good Laboratory Practice (GLP). The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the 
testing process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, 
BE, PK, and drug interaction studies must meet the 

Method development and validation, as well as the bioanalytical 
part of clinical studies fall outside the scope of GLP. Method 
validation has to be done in compliance with regulatory guidelines 
(FDA BMV amended by AAPS paper, EMEA). To assure quality the 
bioanalytical laboratories should have written SOPs describing the 
validation procedures and validation as well as bioanalytical part of 
clinical studies should be conducted according to a study protocol. 

The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the testing 
process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, BE, PK, 
and drug interaction studies must meet the criteria in 21 

The validation of bioanalytical methods should be carried 
out in accordance with the principles of GLP to assure the 
quality and integrity of bioanalytical data. However, as such 
studies fall outside the formal scope of GLP, the sites 
conducting the studies are not required to be certified as 
part of the GLP compliance certification scheme. 

Statement in EMEA BE document seems appropriate:The 
bioanalytical part of bioequivalence trials should be 
conducted according to the principles of
Good Laboratory Practice (GLP). However, as such studies 
fall outside the formal scope of GLP, the
sites conducting the studies are not required to be certified 
as part of the GLP compliance certification

opportunity to make more clear where GLP is applicable 
and what quality system is considered appropriate for 
clinical bioanalysis

The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the testing 
process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, BE, PK, 
and drug interaction studies must meet the criteria in 21 

No GLP should be applied to method development and 
method validation.

GLP only  for non-clinical safety, application of GLP  
principles to clinical is o.k.;  almost same as J&J

METHOD VALIDATION
Complete validation of an analytical 
method

Reference standards refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
REFERENCE STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 
8 from CCIII Vish paper

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII Vish 
paper.  Consider changing term "complete" validation to "full" 
validation which is the established term. 

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII 
Vish paper

OK to copy FDA guidance OK ok FDA; distinguish between anlayte and IS; include 
guidance for Large Molecules/Biologics where this is less 
straight forward as for small molecules

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII 
Vish paper

OK with chapter III of FDA: use of certified reference 
standard incl. content
purity is not sufficient!!

"full" validation rather than "complete" validation o.k. to copy FDA and CCIII paper, but not neededd for 
method validation (small molecules)

Specificity Criteria to ensure the quality and/or purity of the 
reference standards and possible internal standards will 
be provided in .the guideline

The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources 
of the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-
based methods, however, testing six independent 
matrices for interference may not be important.

the FDA guideline uses the term  selectivity, which is the  ability of 
an analytical method to differentiate and quantify the analyte in the 
presence of other components in the sample, as a fundamental 
parameters of the validation. The term specificity, (the ability of the 
method to unequivocally assess the analyte of interest) can be 
considered as "the state or quality of being selective".  In order to 
avoid confusion with the terms selectivity and specificity, only the 
term Selectivity should be used, otherwise a clear explanation of 
both terms should be included.  The term selectivity is more 
appropriate for a chromatographic assay for a drug in a biological 
matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based methods, 
however, testing six independent matrices for interference may not 
be important.

The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources of 
the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods, however, testing six independent matrices for 
interference may not be important.

the FDA guideline uses the term  selectivity, which is the  
ability of an analytical method to differentiate and quantify 
the analyte in the presence of other components in the 
sample, as a fundamental parameters of the validation. The 
term specificity, (the ability of the method to unequivocally 
assess the analyte of interest) can be considered as "the 
state or quality of being selective".  In order to avoid 
confusion with the terms selectivity and specificity, only the 
term Selectivity should be used, otherwise a clear 
explanation of both terms should be included.  The term 
selectivity is more appropriate for a chromatographic assay 
for a drug in a biological matrix.

OK ok FDA The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources of 
the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods, however, testing six independent matrices for 
interference may not be important.

OK to copy FDA guidance Very difficult to test all possible 
interferences during method validation (e.g. co-medication)

OK to copy FDA guidance. Should use the term 
"selevtivity".  Ability to test for all possible interferences 
probably impossible

for LC-MS based and stable isotope IS: o.k., with more 
emphasis on the second part, for animals not needed since 
the source of the pooled and the study specimen are 
identical and for clinics nor relationship between the tested 
sources and the study origin can be established; Elisa 10 
sources for animal and at least 20 sources for human assay 
should be investigated, 80% of them should return 
recoverires of 80-120%

Sensitivity How to evaluate specificity, not only with regard to the 
matrix, but also with regard to interference by metabolites 
of the drug(s) applied, or interference of degradation 
products formed during sample preparation, and 
interference of possible co-medications

FDA okay, covered in chapter on LLOQ. covered in LLOQ The limit of detection has no impact on the acceptability of 
the validation results. The lowest concentration of an 
analyte that the bioanalytical procedure can reliably 
differentiate from background noise is not and acceptance 
criteria for a bioanalytical method to be considered valid

LOD is not used in BA, rest OK see LLOQ covered in LLOQ OK to copy FDA guidance. covered in LLOQ go to LLOQ

Calibration curve Limit of detection not mentioned LOD is not used in bioanalytics and should be removed. not mentioned LOD is not used in BA not relevant not mentioned Limit of detection is in genaral not relvant for BA. Should be 
removed from EMEA-Guideline

LOD not relevant not needed

Lower limit of quantitation LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve 
that can be measured with acceptable accuracy and 
precision. The LLOQ should be established using at least 
five samples independent of standards and determining 
the coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as 
the limit of quantification if the following conditions are 
met: The analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 
5 times the response compared to blank response. 
Analyte peak (response) should be identifiable, discrete, 

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve that 
can be measured with acceptable accuracy and precision. 
The LLOQ should be established using at least five 
samples independent of standards and determining the 
coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as the 
limit of quantification if the following conditions are met: The 
analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 5 times 
the response compared to blank response. Analyte peak 
(response) should be identifiable, discrete, and 

OK to copy FDA guidance, OK ok FDA LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve that 
can be measured with acceptable accuracy and precision. 
The LLOQ should be established using at least five 
samples independent of standards and determining the 
coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as the 
limit of quantification if the following conditions are met: The 
analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 5 times 
the response compared to blank response. Analyte peak 
(response) should be identifiable, discrete, and 

OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k, with FDA, 20 (80-120) rule plus S/N 5, plus interference 
less 20% of LLOQ; ELISA 25(75-125) rule;  LLOQ signal 
must be statistically different from blank signal

Upper limit of quantitation captured above FDA guidance captured above OK to copy FDA guidance, OK captured above captured above OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance should explicitely part of the inter-assay precison and 
accuracy

range A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should 
be a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should be 
a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

OK to copy FDA guidance, ok FDA A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should be 
a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

OK to copy FDA guidance;
at least six accepted calibration levels should be used to 
define calibration curve

as FDA Guidance fine with FDA

Regression model Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the 
concentration-response relationship using appropriate 
weighting and statistical tests for goodness of fit

FDA guidance with the addition that linear quadratic regression is 
generally accepted without justification

Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting and 
statistical tests for goodness of fit

OK to copy FDA guidance, OK ok FDA; define simplest model Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting and 
statistical tests for goodness of fit

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified.

as FDA guidance, but no statistical test performed only 
regression parameter checked

simplest possible model is o.k. with us

acceptance criteria The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

FDA guidance The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

OK ok FDA The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k. with FDA pkluss CCIII; ELISA 20%; LLOQ 25%; 

Accuracy How many quality control samples (QC samples) should 
be used to evaluated accuracy. Which criteria should be 
applied: the following will be included.

The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value 
serves as the measure of accuracy.

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value serves 
as the measure of accuracy.

OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK 3 levels of QC on cal curve would do The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value serves 
as the measure of accuracy.

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: 
"A minimum of three concentrations in the range of 
expected concentrations in addition to LLOQ is 
recommended for determination of accuracy during method 
validation."

as FDA Guidance 5 determinations are o.k., but three concnetrations might be 
too less, accepatance criteria o.k.; ELISA 5 runs

Intra- or within-run accuracy 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

Inter- or between –run or –day accuracy 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

OK to copy FDA guidance,
Precision In addition to accuracy, criteria on precision will be 

included, taking into account:
The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  
Precision should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and 

FDA guidance, with the following addition: The precision of an 
analytical method describes the closeness of individual measures of 
an analyte when the procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple 
aliquots of a single homogeneous volume of biological matrix "and 
may involve different analysts, equipment, reagents, and 
laboratories".  For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein. 

The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  Precision 
should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and may 

OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  Precision 
should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and may 

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: 
"A minimum of three concentrations in the range of 
expected concentrations in addition to LLOQ is 
recommended for determination of precision during method 
validation."

as FDA Guidance 5 determinations are o.k., three levels are as well o.k.

Intra- or within-run precision 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

Inter- or between –run or –day precision 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k; ELISA 20/25%

dilution integrity. Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

FDA guidance with exception of rare matrices in which case dilution 
with other similar matrix type should be allowed, e.g. mouse plasma 
with human plasma. For LBAs different criteria apply according to 
AAPS paper and references cited therein.

Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

OK to copy FDA guidance: section E, page 9: The ability to 
dilute samples originally above the upper limit of the 
standard curve should be demonstrated by accuracy and 
precision parameters in the validation.

OK ok FDA Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices as FDA Guidance as required, either during asssay validation or on purpose 
during assay conduct; ELISA always part of the validation 
(dilution parallelism)

Recovery Evaluation of the recovery will be included. Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

OK ok FDA Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

OK to copy FDA guidance; is more considered as 
supportive data

as FDA Guidance o.k., less important with LC-MS  or of no importance

Stability freeze and thaw stability of the analyte in the matrix from 
freezer storage conditions to room temperature

Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted 
at room temperature. When completely thawed, the 
samples should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the 
same conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be 
repeated two more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. 
If an analyte is unstable at the intended storage 
temperature, the stability sample should be frozen at -
700C during the three freeze and thaw cycles.

FDA guidance amended with AAPS paper as follows: Analyte 
stability should be determined after at least three freeze and thaw 
cycles.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration and not 
towards reference sample.

Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted at 
room temperature. When completely thawed, the samples 
should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the same 
conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be repeated two 
more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. If an analyte 
is unstable at the intended storage temperature, the 
stability sample should be frozen at -700C during the three 
freeze and thaw cycles.

The short term stability evaluations should be based on the 
sample preparation-and injection procedure for a specific 
method. E.g., if the analyte in matrix will not be stored in the 
refrigerator no stability study is needed. The stability section 
of the guideline should be clearly divided in a similar 
manner than the FDA guideline: a) Freeze and Thaw 
Stability b)  Short-Term Temperature Stability (based on the 
expected duration that samples will be maintained at room 
temperature or other conditions in the intended study) c). 
Long-Term Stability and  d) Post-Preparative Stability (The 
stability of processed samples based on the expected 
duration that samples will be maintained in the autosampler 
or other method specific conditions).

OK ok FDA Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted at 
room temperature. When completely thawed, the samples 
should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the same 
conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be repeated two 
more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. If an analyte 
is unstable at the intended storage temperature, the 
stability sample should be frozen at -700C during the three 
freeze and thaw cycles.

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception:
"Analyte stability should be determined after at least three 
freeze and thaw cycles"
"... should be refrozen for 4 to 24 hours" (4 hours is 
considered to be sufficient)

assessment of short term stability appropriate to the 
proposed storage & processing conditions of the samples 
and their ectracts. For example, freeze-thaw if samples to 
be frozen, fridge stability only if that is intented storage of 
samples, and bench top to cover appropriate period.  For 
freeze thaw cycles - suggest 12+ hours is more than 
sufficient.

12 to 24 hrs refreeze cycle might be to long, small aliquots 
could be processed much faster; important to make sure 
that the samples are thawed and frozen after shorter cycle 
times; -70°C is covered when -20°C is demonstrated

stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the refrigerator not mentioned FDA guidance -stability should be established for the intended 
storage conditions conditions.

not mentioned captured above OK not applicable as samples are industry-wide stored frozen (-
20/-80)

not mentioned validation of stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
refrigerator is generally not required; stability testing should 
be focussed on strorage under "real" conditions, i.e. 
freezer, room temperature,…

see above not needed, only in case this is part of the plasma sampling 
process

bench top stability of the analyte in matrix at room 
temperature

he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

FDA guidance.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration 
and not towards reference sample.

he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

captured above OK ok FDA he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

OK to copy FDA guidance; better use "short-term-stabilty" 
instead of "benchtop-stability".
Additionally, possible hazards during sample shipment 
should be considered (e.g. test of 72 hour stability at 
ambient temperature)

see above o.k.

long term stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
freezer

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample 
collection and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term 
stability should be determined by storing at least three 
aliquots of each of the low and high concentrations under 
the same conditions as the study samples. The volume of 
samples should be sufficient for analysis on three 

FDA guidance.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration 
and not towards reference sample.

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term stability 
should be determined by storing at least three aliquots of 
each of the low and high concentrations under the same 
conditions as the study samples. The volume of samples 
should be sufficient for analysis on three separate 

captured above OK time in a long-term stability evaluation should exceed the 
time between the date of  sample collection and the date of 
sample analysis

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term stability 
should be determined by storing at least three aliquots of 
each of the low and high concentrations under the same 
conditions as the study samples. The volume of samples 
should be sufficient for analysis on three separate 

OK to copy FDA guidance; 
The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. 

other scientific sound appraoches should be as well 
possible

bench top stability of the processed sample at room 
temperature (dry extract or in the injection phase)

The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The 
stability of the drug and the internal standard should be 
assessed over the anticipated run time for the batch size 
in validation samples by determining concentrations on the 
basis of original calibration standards.

FDA guidance with minor additions:  The stability should be 
assessed under the intended storage conditions and anticipated run 
time for the batch size in validation samples by determining 
concentrations on the basis of original calibration standards e.g. by 
re-injection of the whole batch.

The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The stability 
of the drug and the internal standard should be assessed 
over the anticipated run time for the batch size in validation 
samples by determining concentrations on the basis of 
original calibration standards.

captured above OK ok FDA The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The stability 
of the drug and the internal standard should be assessed 
over the anticipated run time for the batch size in validation 
samples by determining concentrations on the basis of 
original calibration standards.

OK to copy FDA guidance see above o.k. for LC-MS; might be as well important for ELISA

in-injector stability of the processed sample at injector 
temperature

included in above see "benchtop stability" above included in above OK to copy FDA guidance OK ok FDA included in above OK to use EMEA approach see above same as above

stock solutions The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

FDA guidance The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

Is a stability for the internal standard necessary, if stable 
isotope labeled standard is used?

no IS stability, stock solution stab as needed

Reinjection reproducibility Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to 
determine if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the 
case of instrument failure.

FDA guidance. Can be covered by "bencht top stability" see above Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to determine 
if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the case of 
instrument failure.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

No formal testing done at the moment ok FDA Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to determine 
if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the case of 
instrument failure.

OK to copy FDA guidance; included in (more or less equal 
to) testing of in-injector stability.

as FDA Guidance  not needed;  is covered by autoinjector stability

metabolite stability The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample 
storage period should be assessed, preferably prior to 
sample analysis. For compounds with potentially labile 
metabolites, the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed 
subjects (or species) should be confirmed.

FDA guidance The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis. For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, 
the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis. For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, 
the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance as for the drug and performed as needed (single or cocktail 
approach)

endogenous substances The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response 
function, and selectivity of the method for endogenous 
substances, metabolites, and known degradation products 
should be established for the biological matrix. For 
selectivity, there should be evidence that the substance 
being quantified is the intended analyte

FDA guidance. Covered by chapter "selectivity" see above The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response function, 
and selectivity of the method for endogenous substances, 
metabolites, and known degradation products should be 
established for the biological matrix. For selectivity, there 
should be evidence that the substance being quantified is 
the intended analyte

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response function, 
and selectivity of the method for endogenous substances, 
metabolites, and known degradation products should be 
established for the biological matrix. For selectivity, there 
should be evidence that the substance being quantified is 
the intended analyte

no idea as for specificity, evidence from pre-dose and control 
samples might be needed as well and might come later (as 
ISR)

QC samples In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to 
ensure proper control of the assay should be determined 
based on the run size. The placement of QC samples 
should be judiciously considered in the run.

FDA guidance In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to ensure 
proper control of the assay should be determined based on 
the run size. The placement of QC samples should be 
judiciously considered in the run.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to ensure 
proper control of the assay should be determined based on 
the run size. The placement of QC samples should be 
judiciously considered in the run.

OK to use FDA approach as FDA Guidance %5 rule is o.k.

general statement on acceptance/rejection criteria of 
standards and QCs

Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should 
be based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

FDA guidance Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should be 
based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

OK ok FDA Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should be 
based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

OK to use FDA approach as FDA Guidance o.k.

Robustness How to consider robustness during the development and 
application phases of an analytical method with regard to 
e.g. instrument, operator or site changes.

not specifically mentioned Not mentioned by FDA guidance nor by AAPS paper. Proposal by 
DZ: No additional tests to be performed, since robustness with 
regard to e.g. instrument, operator or site changes is covered by 
cross validation. Robustness of the method in terms of repeatability 
is coverd by ISR.

not specifically mentioned No specific robustness test should be conducted when 
instrument,  operators or site changes are required.  The 
System suitability test should be used for ensure success. 
Nevertheless, the system suitability test do not replace the  
run acceptance criteria.

No formal testing done at the moment not applicable due to inclusion of (in process) QC samples not specifically mentioned Robustness is covered by ISR tests. No additional test 
required (this is a pure GMP requirement!).

covered by study inter run QC performance and ISR not needed, site changes are covered by cross-validation

EMEA Company 10 Company 11 Company 12 Company 13 Company 14 Company 15 Company 16 Company 17 Company 18 Company 19 Company 20 Company 21

Does not apply for tissue and urine analysis.  It may be 
specifyed if the validation guidance cover  the main drug 
analyse only (NCI) or also cover analysis of metabolites  
with reference to MIST guidances. 

OK with EMEA statement, with exception : no validation is 
required for non standard matrices like tissue 
homogenates, urine, rare matrics. In these cases method 
qualification, focussing on key scientific challenges for the 
particular matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this 
approach should be documented a priori.

We prefer if the scope of this EMEA validation guideline 
coveres bioanalysis of both small molecules (e.g. by LC-
MS/MS) as well as large molecules (e.g. by LBA)

ok Noted, definition in any guideline must define scope 
properly, i.e. small molecules only  etc.

ok - by referring to PK biomarkers won't be covered by this 
guidance

Is this guideline for small molecules only? OK with EMEA statement. OK for GLP and GCP studies What is "bioanalytical methods". LC-MS and like or LBA or 
also SPR? Clarification needed.
Will it only cover sample analysis for PK? Or also PD 
(biomarkers)? Only pivotal/primary output parameters or 
broader? Metabolites? Clarification appreciated.

Method validation studies, including investigation into long-
term frozen stability, are not safety studies and should not 
be considered as GLP studies. However, the Bioanalytical 
laboratories should have written SOPs describing the 
validation procedures and the studies should be conducted 
according to a study protocol

because bioanalytical method establisment is not a non-
clinical safety study, no GLP should be applied to method 
development and method validation. The analytical 
laboratory should have a written set of standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) to ensure a complete system of quality 
control and assurance (the latter in case of application of 
validated methods in support of GLP studies).

Bioanalytical support to non clinical GLP studies should of 
course be performed in accordance with GLP (OECD GLP 
should be refered to in the EMEA guideline). For method 
validation and bioanalytical support to clinical studies, it is 
suggested that in these studies the analysis should be 
performed in accordance with standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) and analytical study plans in order to 

glp-compliance should not be mandatory for validations; 
test facility should have glp-certificate

Test facilities must have recognised Quality system in 
operation. Clarity on what is recognised standard would be 
useful. Generally GLP is seen as the preferred or most 
practised system

method validation not GLP-compliant GLP should not be applied to method development and 
method validation. However the laboratory should have a 
recognised Quality System in operation, GLP is the 
preferred Quality System.

Both, method development and method validation do not 
run under GLP control. 

In a validatrion no analyte can be considered as a test item. 
By definition a validation is out of the scope of GLP 
regulations.
However, bioanalytical method validations must be able to 
support GLP and GCP studies

Reference to applicable / desired / required quality system 
would be a good thing to add. GLP (OECD or FDA) for tox 
studies is clear, albeit that we Europeans prefer, follow and 
have to comply to OECD rather then FDA's GLP. Would be 
welcome to see a comment re: clinical studies.
The concept paper has the smell of GMP influence. Better 
get as far away from GMP as possible.

Copy FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance supplemented with paragraph 8 
CCIII

Comment: Under complete validation of an analytical 
method – (calibration curve performance) is a very vague 
statement.
Proposition: Suggest an assessment of the consistency of 
the slope of the calibration model (analyte response) across 
validation or study runs.

FDA + supplement on CCIII paper OK ok to copy guidance FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok since it is mentioned in CCIII that for internal standard 
no specific CA is necessary

OK with chapter III of FDA and supplementary paragraph OK with chapter III of FDA. Ch III of FDA guidance is OK OK. Follow US

OK to copy FDA guidance Need to use the same terminology as FDA selectivity rather 
than specificity (we rarely are specific)

OK to copy FDA guidance  Comment: Under Specificity – interference by metabolites; 
this specific information and certainly the availability of the 
reference standards may not be available for some period 
of time (i.e. after as many as 4 clinical studies).
Proposition: From in vitro metabolism work or animal ADME 
studies, monitor possible mass transitions of proposed 
metabolites and perform ISR analyses, looking at possible 
mass transitions and consistency of sample results.  
Retention time information will not be available.

FDA OK, but we believe that this test should also be 
performed for hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods

6 different source may not be reasonable for HPLC-MS/MS 
assays.

FDA Guidance backed by AAPS or EBF peer reviewed 
conference report publications are appropriate. Refers to 
selectivity, definition needs to be harmonised

ok with that. However, section IV-A of the FDA guidance 
also describes selectivity, and this should be mentioned in 
this context as well. Interferences of concomitant 
medication or rescue medication part of in-study adaption 
of validated method. Reference to different ion transitions 
ok and/or analysis of pre-dose samples to demonstrate lack 
of interference ?

OK to copy FDA guidance but should this be 'selectivity'? OK to copy FDA guidance. However, it is rather difficult to 
test all possible interferences during method validation

The specificity and selectivity of the method should be 
demonstrated by using
- 6 individual sources of biological matrix
- specificity of the method demonstrated for each analyte 
and IS (critical for stable isotope IS), known metabolites for 
which a standard of reference is available, co-medications, 
...
If FDA doesn't mention specificity, the second part of IV.A. 
paragraph is speaking about specificity

[ICH Q2A, CPMP/ICH/381/95]
‘Specificity is the ability to assess unequivocally the analyte 
in the presence of components which may be expected to 
be present. Typically these might include impurities, 
degradants, matrix, etc.’

We never were that fond of the 6 independent blank 
matrices. Way to much room for interpretation and 'faul 
play' (the endless testing of matrices prior to method 
valdiation to get acceptable cal curves and qcs). Als othe 
MS comment is rather perculiar. In some cases it may not 
be, but ther are cases in which it is even more important.

OK to copy FDA guidance agree same as almirall response. LOD not useful for 
reliability of quantification.

OK to copy FDA guidance; remove LOD, is not a BA term Comment: Under sensitivity – There is no value in a limit of 
detection when we do not report data below the well 
defined LLOQ.
Proposition: Eliminate any reference to LOD in the context 
of a chromatographic assay (LC-UV FL MS/MS)

FDA OK as FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK OK to copy FDA guidance. 'Selectivity'? OK to copy FDA guidance. 

NA - remove We do not think that this should be included not required Require clarity on what is defined. Limit of detection not an 
appropriate criteria or evaluation in bioanalytical practice. 

not relevant Limit of detection should not be a validation parameter Limit of detection is in genaral not relvant for BA. Should be 
removed from EMEA-Guideline

Not relevant Of very limited relevance.

Unless EMEA is thinking to include black-white exposure 
testing in the guidance (drug abuse, toxic metabolites, toxic 
degradation products, things like that)

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance, but remove the requirement that 
LLOQ should have at least 5 times respons compared to 
blank  

FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

as FDA; different criteria for LBA's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok                                                                                    OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK with the FDA guidance.
However, the method should be able to detect 20% of the 
LLOQ (E.g.: S/N at LLOQ >= 15)

OK with FDA

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance See above ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA guidance do not require to demonstrate precision and 
accuracy at ULOQ level.
Intra- and inter-day precision and accuracy should be 
determined on, at least, LLOQ, QC low, QC mid, QC high 
and ULOQ levels

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok since it is only referred to matrix but not species/strain      
more general comment on rare matrices such as "for 
matrices of limited availability…"

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance; at least six accepted calibration 
levels should be used to define calibration curve OK to copy FDA guidance

At least 6 levels must fit the acceptance criteria.
Calibration points failing acceptance criteria must be 
discarded from calibration curve
Calibration point within the acceptance criteria must be 
considered in the evaluation of calibration curve parameters

OK met FDA 

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance Standard curve fitting is determined by applying a statistical  
model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting. - remove 
'simplest model' -model should be applied for all studies 
where the method is used

Standard curve fitting is determined by applying a 
regression model that adequately describes the 
concentration-response relationship using appropriate 
weighting and statistical tests for goodness of fit

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate Require 
justification  for complex regression models using data. 
Better definition of "simplest" model should be sought

ok                                                                      however, on 
page 6 of BMV guidance it is also mentioned that a 
calibration curve should consist of a blank sample (matrix 
sample processed without internal standard), a zero 
sample, and six to eight non-zero samples... blank samples 
not really part of a calibration curve, or ?

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified.

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified. OK to copy FDA guidance

OK met FDA
Is anybody providing goodness-of-fit tests????

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; didfferent for LBA's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok but do we really (want to) perform statistical tests ? OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance

If any, then I rather go for a statistical approach (standard 
dev of the curve (slope e.g.)) then <15% per standard. If 2 
are above 15%, then throw out one and you may get an 
acceptable result but obviously different when your throw 
out 2. To much room for creativity.

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules. For large molecules different 
acceptance criteria and number of samples (e.g. at least 2 
samples at six occasions for interassay) are needed, for 
instance in accordance with CCIII or deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; different for NBE's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance but accuracy should be 
measured at LLOQ and three additional concentrations

OK to copy FDA guidance.
See Upper limit of Quantification proposal, 
ULOQ should be added in the evaluation of precision and 
accuracy of a BA method. For methods having a large 
dynamic range, the actual FDA guidance do not allow to 
detect a loss of linearity or a saturation issue at the ULOQ 
of the calibration range.

OK with current practice

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; different for NBE's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok   - comment on concentration levels as in FDA guidance, 
e.g. page 10: one within 3x the lower limit of 
quantification…? Discussion about midlle of concentration 
range, i.e. geometric versus arythmetric mean

Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance OK with current practice

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance There is no such thing as inter-day accuracy. 

Same a FDA Guidance OK
OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy the FDA guidance, with the exception of "and 

may involve different analysts, equipment, reagents, and 
laboratories"

FDA OK for small molecules. For large molecules different 
acceptance criteria and number of samples (e.g. at least 2 
samples at six occasions for interassay) are needed, for 
instance in accordance with CCIII or deSilva et al.

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance but precision should be 
measured at LLOQ and three additional concentrations

OK to copy FDA guidance.
See Accuracy comment

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance OK with current day practice

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok  Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance It would be extremely nice if there would some guidance on 
HOW to calculate intra- & inter-day. There seem to be 10 
different ways  round of which at least 9 are wrong.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules other 
matrices should be possible, e.g. buffer

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices OK to copy FDA guidance
When the same matrix is not used to dilute samples, within-
study dilution matrix QC samples should be used

OK

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance …consistent, precise and reproducible…. =3 times the 
same. 
Yes recovery should be consistent. Consistent form bathc 
to batch, consistent over the concentration range. And 
similar to the relevant IS. Criteria??? Difficult, but would not 
mind having them.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards  reference sample

Comment: Under Stability – analyte in matrix in the 
refrigerator is especially important for the analysis of urine 
samples.  This should be highlighted.  It is not clear why 
bench top stability of dry extracts or reconstituted samples 
should be investigated as this is part of the sample 
preparation process. 
Proposition: Recommend that the stability of the analyte be 
investigated under all conditions that study samples may be 
subjected to during the collection, storage and analysis 
periods of a study.  Bench top stability should be 
investigated as appropriate to the sample processing (may 
explore stress conditions).

FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. Analyte stability should be determined after at least three 
freeze and thaw cycles. ...

At least comes from CC III white paper (Chapter 9.0, end 
of 2nd §)

OK

Should be covered by bench top stability Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance -stability should be established 
for the intended storage conditions condition.

case by case FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Only 
those conditions used from sample origin to destruction 
should be tested  (i.e., no need for refrigerated conditions if 
not used)

ok, but last sentence regarding storage temperature fits 
better to long-term stability

Stability of the analyte should be assessed at all relevant 
conditions/temperatures that the study sample is likely to 
experience from sample collection, transport, storage and 
analytical assay stages. Stability of the analyte in matrix in 
the refrigerator may not be necessary..

Validation of stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
refrigerator is generally not required; stability testing should 
be focussed on 'real' strorage conditions, i.e. freezer, room 
temperature,…

Only if needed according to sample treatment

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards  reference sample

FDA + CCIII OK actual temp FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Use of 
phrase ambient suggested, "room temperature" can vary 
globally

not necessary OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance.
OK to copy FDA guidance

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards reference sample 

FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

analytical run time only applies in case no cooled 
autosampler is used

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance
However, "The storage time in a long-term stability 
evaluation should exceed the time between the date of first 
sample collection and the date of last sample analysis " is 
not realistic.
As an exemple, in a carcino study, samples are generaly 
analyzed close to each blood sampling period. Asking a 

This should be covered by the post-preparation stability, 
otherwise to specific to be covered by a guideline. OK to 
copy FDA guidance

should be established for the intended storage condition FDA + CCIII OK FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Better 
definition of terminology required i.e.., in auto sampler , re-
injection or storage prior to to analysis

ok but maybe replace standards by samples                          
comment on -70°C /-20°C discussion ?                                  
Freshly prepared calibration samples for every storage 
timepoint ?

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance
However, storage temperature conditions required should 
not be strictly fixed in a guidance. They should mimic the 
storage sample conditions defined in the bioanalytical 
method.
Room temperature conditions for extract samples should be 
"if relevant"

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance see recommendations described above FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA as above ok with FDA guidance, bench top at RT usually not relevant Is this not time spent in Autosampler? (covered above?) OK to use EMEA approach

OK to copy FDA guidance, however the FDA may be to 
specific in the requirements to the study design.

Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA + CCIII OK ok with guidance FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance

Should be covered by the post-prep stability. OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK as above FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

in case of stable-labelled IS stock solution stability really 
necessary, acceptance criteria ?

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
But already covered in auto-sampler stability

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis.
For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, the 
stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok, ex-vivo ISS OK to copy FDA guidance  - ? -
For NCEs, sounds like specificity and matrix effect

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to use FDA approach
OK to copy FDA guidance

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to use FDA approach
OK to copy FDA guidance

Is covered in FDA CDER 2001 IIC: " Cross validation" Comment: Under Robustness, this would be investigated 
under normal operations if a method is used by multiple 
analysts, placed on multiple instruments or transferred to 
other labs.
Proposition: As appropriate, assay cross-validation should 
be performed by each new analyst, for each new 
instrument system and when transferred to a new 
laboratory.  The local SOP should address this in detail.

- not required Robustness tests are part of method development. 
Inappropriate to consider criteria on robustness for a 
validation. Definitions on when to consider re-validation and 
partial validation as per FDA guidance's are appropriate

Robustness tests should not be part of the overall validation 
there are too many variable to consider! The validation 
would become too resource intensive (and expensive).

Robustness is covered by ISR tests. No additional test 
required!

Not evaluated in the pre-study validation of a bioanalytical 
method.
Inter-run precision and accuracy evaluated during study 
samples measurement and ISR will be enough to highlight 
a robutness problem
No criteria for robustness. It should be left to bioanalytical 
responsible discretion.

IS a bit a GMP thingy. Would not mind having robustness 
there, but with all the QC we do, it is overdone.
Moreover assuming including ISR: That is a pretty good 
robustness verifier

covered by ISR 
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
no CHMP Note for Guidance Furthermore  it is not the purpose of the new quideline to 

introduce fully new criteria, but it should be in line with 
current scientific knowledge on this topic

Fully agreed. FDA BMV & CCIII AAPS paper are "the golden 
standards" accepted and implemented by the bioanalytical society. 

3. DISCUSSION
application The Note for Guidance on the validation of bioanalytical 

methods will apply to Marketing Authorisation 
Applications for human medicinal products submitted in 
accordance with the Directive 2001/83/EC as amended, 
in which the analysis of drug concentrations is part of the 
application.

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement, with exceptions : 1) It should be clearly 
stated if guidance applies to both chromatographic assays and 
LBAs or not, and if metabolite quantitation according to MIST is 
included 2) No validation is required for non standard matrices like 
tissue homogenates, urine, rare matrics. In these cases method 
qualification, focussing on key scientific challenges for the particular 
matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this approach should be 
documented a priori.

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement, with exception: no full validation 
is required for non standard matrices such as  tissue 
homogenates or rare matrices. In these cases method 
qualification, focusing on key scientific challenges for the 
particular matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this 
approach should be documented a priori. Blood, serum, 
plasma, or urine are considered standard matrices.

OK FDA guidance is also applicable for veterinary drug 
approval; EMEA guidance too or will there be a separate 
guidance for that? 

refer to chapter I. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
INTRODUCTION 

OK with EMEA statement; Exception : no full validation is 
required for tissue homogenates or rare matrics.

same as J&J, for early and exploratoy PD studies in 
animals fit for use approach should be applicable, in 
general the FDA 2001 and CCIII are not that bad, proposal 
stay as close as possible but try to make the european 
point wherever it is needed and gives some benefit

Good Laboratory Practice (GLP). The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the 
testing process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, 
BE, PK, and drug interaction studies must meet the 

Method development and validation, as well as the bioanalytical 
part of clinical studies fall outside the scope of GLP. Method 
validation has to be done in compliance with regulatory guidelines 
(FDA BMV amended by AAPS paper, EMEA). To assure quality the 
bioanalytical laboratories should have written SOPs describing the 
validation procedures and validation as well as bioanalytical part of 
clinical studies should be conducted according to a study protocol. 

The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the testing 
process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, BE, PK, 
and drug interaction studies must meet the criteria in 21 

The validation of bioanalytical methods should be carried 
out in accordance with the principles of GLP to assure the 
quality and integrity of bioanalytical data. However, as such 
studies fall outside the formal scope of GLP, the sites 
conducting the studies are not required to be certified as 
part of the GLP compliance certification scheme. 

Statement in EMEA BE document seems appropriate:The 
bioanalytical part of bioequivalence trials should be 
conducted according to the principles of
Good Laboratory Practice (GLP). However, as such studies 
fall outside the formal scope of GLP, the
sites conducting the studies are not required to be certified 
as part of the GLP compliance certification

opportunity to make more clear where GLP is applicable 
and what quality system is considered appropriate for 
clinical bioanalysis

The analytical laboratory conducting 
pharmacology/toxicology and other preclinical studies for 
regulatory submissions should adhere to FDAs Good 
Laboratory Practices (GLPs)5 (21 CFR part 58) and to 
sound principles of quality assurance throughout the testing 
process. The bioanalytical method for human BA, BE, PK, 
and drug interaction studies must meet the criteria in 21 

No GLP should be applied to method development and 
method validation.

GLP only  for non-clinical safety, application of GLP  
principles to clinical is o.k.;  almost same as J&J

METHOD VALIDATION
Complete validation of an analytical 
method

Reference standards refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : 
REFERENCE STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 
8 from CCIII Vish paper

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII Vish 
paper.  Consider changing term "complete" validation to "full" 
validation which is the established term. 

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII 
Vish paper

OK to copy FDA guidance OK ok FDA; distinguish between anlayte and IS; include 
guidance for Large Molecules/Biologics where this is less 
straight forward as for small molecules

refer to chapter III. of FDA/CDER guidance : REFERENCE 
STANDARD, supplemented with  paragraph 8 from CCIII 
Vish paper

OK with chapter III of FDA: use of certified reference 
standard incl. content
purity is not sufficient!!

"full" validation rather than "complete" validation o.k. to copy FDA and CCIII paper, but not neededd for 
method validation (small molecules)

Specificity Criteria to ensure the quality and/or purity of the 
reference standards and possible internal standards will 
be provided in .the guideline

The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources 
of the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-
based methods, however, testing six independent 
matrices for interference may not be important.

the FDA guideline uses the term  selectivity, which is the  ability of 
an analytical method to differentiate and quantify the analyte in the 
presence of other components in the sample, as a fundamental 
parameters of the validation. The term specificity, (the ability of the 
method to unequivocally assess the analyte of interest) can be 
considered as "the state or quality of being selective".  In order to 
avoid confusion with the terms selectivity and specificity, only the 
term Selectivity should be used, otherwise a clear explanation of 
both terms should be included.  The term selectivity is more 
appropriate for a chromatographic assay for a drug in a biological 
matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based methods, 
however, testing six independent matrices for interference may not 
be important.

The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources of 
the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods, however, testing six independent matrices for 
interference may not be important.

the FDA guideline uses the term  selectivity, which is the  
ability of an analytical method to differentiate and quantify 
the analyte in the presence of other components in the 
sample, as a fundamental parameters of the validation. The 
term specificity, (the ability of the method to unequivocally 
assess the analyte of interest) can be considered as "the 
state or quality of being selective".  In order to avoid 
confusion with the terms selectivity and specificity, only the 
term Selectivity should be used, otherwise a clear 
explanation of both terms should be included.  The term 
selectivity is more appropriate for a chromatographic assay 
for a drug in a biological matrix.

OK ok FDA The specificity of the assay methodology should be 
established using a minimum of six independent sources of 
the same matrix. For hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods, however, testing six independent matrices for 
interference may not be important.

OK to copy FDA guidance Very difficult to test all possible 
interferences during method validation (e.g. co-medication)

OK to copy FDA guidance. Should use the term 
"selevtivity".  Ability to test for all possible interferences 
probably impossible

for LC-MS based and stable isotope IS: o.k., with more 
emphasis on the second part, for animals not needed since 
the source of the pooled and the study specimen are 
identical and for clinics nor relationship between the tested 
sources and the study origin can be established; Elisa 10 
sources for animal and at least 20 sources for human assay 
should be investigated, 80% of them should return 
recoverires of 80-120%

Sensitivity How to evaluate specificity, not only with regard to the 
matrix, but also with regard to interference by metabolites 
of the drug(s) applied, or interference of degradation 
products formed during sample preparation, and 
interference of possible co-medications

FDA okay, covered in chapter on LLOQ. covered in LLOQ The limit of detection has no impact on the acceptability of 
the validation results. The lowest concentration of an 
analyte that the bioanalytical procedure can reliably 
differentiate from background noise is not and acceptance 
criteria for a bioanalytical method to be considered valid

LOD is not used in BA, rest OK see LLOQ covered in LLOQ OK to copy FDA guidance. covered in LLOQ go to LLOQ

Calibration curve Limit of detection not mentioned LOD is not used in bioanalytics and should be removed. not mentioned LOD is not used in BA not relevant not mentioned Limit of detection is in genaral not relvant for BA. Should be 
removed from EMEA-Guideline

LOD not relevant not needed

Lower limit of quantitation LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve 
that can be measured with acceptable accuracy and 
precision. The LLOQ should be established using at least 
five samples independent of standards and determining 
the coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as 
the limit of quantification if the following conditions are 
met: The analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 
5 times the response compared to blank response. 
Analyte peak (response) should be identifiable, discrete, 

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve that 
can be measured with acceptable accuracy and precision. 
The LLOQ should be established using at least five 
samples independent of standards and determining the 
coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as the 
limit of quantification if the following conditions are met: The 
analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 5 times 
the response compared to blank response. Analyte peak 
(response) should be identifiable, discrete, and 

OK to copy FDA guidance, OK ok FDA LLOQ is the lowest concentration of the standard curve that 
can be measured with acceptable accuracy and precision. 
The LLOQ should be established using at least five 
samples independent of standards and determining the 
coefficient of variation and/or appropriate confidence 
interval. The LLOQ should serve as the lowest 
concentration on the standard curve and should not be 
confused with the limit of detection and/or the low QC 
sample. The highest standard will define the upper limit of 
quantification (ULOQ) of an analytical method. The lowest 
standard on the calibration curve should be accepted as the 
limit of quantification if the following conditions are met: The 
analyte response at the LLOQ should be at least 5 times 
the response compared to blank response. Analyte peak 
(response) should be identifiable, discrete, and 

OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k, with FDA, 20 (80-120) rule plus S/N 5, plus interference 
less 20% of LLOQ; ELISA 25(75-125) rule;  LLOQ signal 
must be statistically different from blank signal

Upper limit of quantitation captured above FDA guidance captured above OK to copy FDA guidance, OK captured above captured above OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance should explicitely part of the inter-assay precison and 
accuracy

range A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should 
be a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should be 
a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

OK to copy FDA guidance, ok FDA A sufficient number of standards should be used to 
adequately define the relationship between concentration 
and response. The relationship between response and 
concentration should be demonstrated to be continuous 
and reproducible. The number of standards used should be 
a function of the dynamic range and nature of the 
concentration-response relationship. In many cases, six to 
eight concentrations (excluding blank values) can define 
the standard curve. More standard concentrations may be 
recommended for nonlinear than for linear relationships.

OK to copy FDA guidance;
at least six accepted calibration levels should be used to 
define calibration curve

as FDA Guidance fine with FDA

Regression model Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the 
concentration-response relationship using appropriate 
weighting and statistical tests for goodness of fit

FDA guidance with the addition that linear quadratic regression is 
generally accepted without justification

Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting and 
statistical tests for goodness of fit

OK to copy FDA guidance, OK ok FDA; define simplest model Standard curve fitting is determined by applying the 
simplest model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting and 
statistical tests for goodness of fit

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified.

as FDA guidance, but no statistical test performed only 
regression parameter checked

simplest possible model is o.k. with us

acceptance criteria The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

FDA guidance The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

OK ok FDA The following conditions should be met in developing a 
calibration curve: <20% deviation of the LLOQ from 
nominal concentration, <15% deviation of standards other 
than LLOQ from nominal concentration

OK to copy FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k. with FDA pkluss CCIII; ELISA 20%; LLOQ 25%; 

Accuracy How many quality control samples (QC samples) should 
be used to evaluated accuracy. Which criteria should be 
applied: the following will be included.

The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value 
serves as the measure of accuracy.

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value serves 
as the measure of accuracy.

OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK 3 levels of QC on cal curve would do The accuracy of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to 
the true value (concentration) of the analyte.  Accuracy is 
determined by replicate analysis of samples containing 
known amounts of the analyte. Accuracy should be 
measured using a minimum of five determinations per 
concentration. A minimum of three concentrations in the 
range of expected concentrations is recommended.The 
mean value should be within 15% of the actual value 
except at LLOQ, where it should not deviate by more than 
20%. The deviation of the mean from the true value serves 
as the measure of accuracy.

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: 
"A minimum of three concentrations in the range of 
expected concentrations in addition to LLOQ is 
recommended for determination of accuracy during method 
validation."

as FDA Guidance 5 determinations are o.k., but three concnetrations might be 
too less, accepatance criteria o.k.; ELISA 5 runs

Intra- or within-run accuracy 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

Inter- or between –run or –day accuracy 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

OK to copy FDA guidance,
Precision In addition to accuracy, criteria on precision will be 

included, taking into account:
The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  
Precision should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and 

FDA guidance, with the following addition: The precision of an 
analytical method describes the closeness of individual measures of 
an analyte when the procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple 
aliquots of a single homogeneous volume of biological matrix "and 
may involve different analysts, equipment, reagents, and 
laboratories".  For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein. 

The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  Precision 
should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and may 

OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA The precision of an analytical method describes the 
closeness of individual measures of an analyte when the 
procedure is applied repeatedly to multiple aliquots of a 
single homogeneous volume of biological matrix.  Precision 
should be measured using a minimum of five 
determinations per concentration.  A minimum of three 
concentrations in the range of expected concentrations is 
recommended.  The precision determined at each 
concentration level should not exceed 15% of the 
coefficient of variation (CV) except for the LLOQ, where it 
should not exceed 20% of the CV.  Precision is further 
subdivided into within-run, intra-batch precision or 
repeatability, which assesses precision during a single 
analytical run, and between run, interbatch precision or 
repeatability, which measures precision with time, and may 

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: 
"A minimum of three concentrations in the range of 
expected concentrations in addition to LLOQ is 
recommended for determination of precision during method 
validation."

as FDA Guidance 5 determinations are o.k., three levels are as well o.k.

Intra- or within-run precision 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK to copy FDA guidance. Section F, page 10 OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k.; ELISA 20/25%

Inter- or between –run or –day precision 15% (20% LLOQ) FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

15% (20% LLOQ) OK ok FDA 15% (20% LLOQ) Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance as FDA Guidance o.k; ELISA 20/25%

dilution integrity. Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

FDA guidance with exception of rare matrices in which case dilution 
with other similar matrix type should be allowed, e.g. mouse plasma 
with human plasma. For LBAs different criteria apply according to 
AAPS paper and references cited therein.

Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

OK to copy FDA guidance: section E, page 9: The ability to 
dilute samples originally above the upper limit of the 
standard curve should be demonstrated by accuracy and 
precision parameters in the validation.

OK ok FDA Any required sample dilutions should use like matrix (e.g., 
human to human) obviating the need to incorporate actual 
within-study dilution matrix QC samples

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices as FDA Guidance as required, either during asssay validation or on purpose 
during assay conduct; ELISA always part of the validation 
(dilution parallelism)

Recovery Evaluation of the recovery will be included. Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

FDA guidance. For LBAs different criteria apply according to AAPS 
paper and references cited therein.

Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

OK ok FDA Recovery of the analyte need not be 100%, but the extent 
of recovery of an analyte and of the internal standard 
should be consistent, precise, and reproducible. 

OK to copy FDA guidance; is more considered as 
supportive data

as FDA Guidance o.k., less important with LC-MS  or of no importance

Stability freeze and thaw stability of the analyte in the matrix from 
freezer storage conditions to room temperature

Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted 
at room temperature. When completely thawed, the 
samples should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the 
same conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be 
repeated two more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. 
If an analyte is unstable at the intended storage 
temperature, the stability sample should be frozen at -
700C during the three freeze and thaw cycles.

FDA guidance amended with AAPS paper as follows: Analyte 
stability should be determined after at least three freeze and thaw 
cycles.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration and not 
towards reference sample.

Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted at 
room temperature. When completely thawed, the samples 
should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the same 
conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be repeated two 
more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. If an analyte 
is unstable at the intended storage temperature, the 
stability sample should be frozen at -700C during the three 
freeze and thaw cycles.

The short term stability evaluations should be based on the 
sample preparation-and injection procedure for a specific 
method. E.g., if the analyte in matrix will not be stored in the 
refrigerator no stability study is needed. The stability section 
of the guideline should be clearly divided in a similar 
manner than the FDA guideline: a) Freeze and Thaw 
Stability b)  Short-Term Temperature Stability (based on the 
expected duration that samples will be maintained at room 
temperature or other conditions in the intended study) c). 
Long-Term Stability and  d) Post-Preparative Stability (The 
stability of processed samples based on the expected 
duration that samples will be maintained in the autosampler 
or other method specific conditions).

OK ok FDA Analyte stability should be determined after three freeze 
and thaw cycles. At least three aliquots at each of the low 
and high concentrations should be stored at the intended 
storage temperature for 24 hours and thawed unassisted at 
room temperature. When completely thawed, the samples 
should be refrozen for 12 to 24 hours under the same 
conditions. The freeze–thaw cycle should be repeated two 
more times, then analyzed on the third cycle. If an analyte 
is unstable at the intended storage temperature, the 
stability sample should be frozen at -700C during the three 
freeze and thaw cycles.

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception:
"Analyte stability should be determined after at least three 
freeze and thaw cycles"
"... should be refrozen for 4 to 24 hours" (4 hours is 
considered to be sufficient)

assessment of short term stability appropriate to the 
proposed storage & processing conditions of the samples 
and their ectracts. For example, freeze-thaw if samples to 
be frozen, fridge stability only if that is intented storage of 
samples, and bench top to cover appropriate period.  For 
freeze thaw cycles - suggest 12+ hours is more than 
sufficient.

12 to 24 hrs refreeze cycle might be to long, small aliquots 
could be processed much faster; important to make sure 
that the samples are thawed and frozen after shorter cycle 
times; -70°C is covered when -20°C is demonstrated

stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the refrigerator not mentioned FDA guidance -stability should be established for the intended 
storage conditions conditions.

not mentioned captured above OK not applicable as samples are industry-wide stored frozen (-
20/-80)

not mentioned validation of stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
refrigerator is generally not required; stability testing should 
be focussed on strorage under "real" conditions, i.e. 
freezer, room temperature,…

see above not needed, only in case this is part of the plasma sampling 
process

bench top stability of the analyte in matrix at room 
temperature

he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

FDA guidance.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration 
and not towards reference sample.

he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

captured above OK ok FDA he stability of the analyte in matrix at ambient temperature 
should be evaluated over a time period equal to the typical 
sample preparation, sample handling, and analytical run 
times.

OK to copy FDA guidance; better use "short-term-stabilty" 
instead of "benchtop-stability".
Additionally, possible hazards during sample shipment 
should be considered (e.g. test of 72 hour stability at 
ambient temperature)

see above o.k.

long term stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
freezer

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample 
collection and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term 
stability should be determined by storing at least three 
aliquots of each of the low and high concentrations under 
the same conditions as the study samples. The volume of 
samples should be sufficient for analysis on three 

FDA guidance.  Evaluate stability towards nominal concentration 
and not towards reference sample.

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term stability 
should be determined by storing at least three aliquots of 
each of the low and high concentrations under the same 
conditions as the study samples. The volume of samples 
should be sufficient for analysis on three separate 

captured above OK time in a long-term stability evaluation should exceed the 
time between the date of  sample collection and the date of 
sample analysis

The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. Long-term stability 
should be determined by storing at least three aliquots of 
each of the low and high concentrations under the same 
conditions as the study samples. The volume of samples 
should be sufficient for analysis on three separate 

OK to copy FDA guidance; 
The storage time in a long-term stability evaluation should 
exceed the time between the date of first sample collection 
and the date of last sample analysis. 

other scientific sound appraoches should be as well 
possible

bench top stability of the processed sample at room 
temperature (dry extract or in the injection phase)

The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The 
stability of the drug and the internal standard should be 
assessed over the anticipated run time for the batch size 
in validation samples by determining concentrations on the 
basis of original calibration standards.

FDA guidance with minor additions:  The stability should be 
assessed under the intended storage conditions and anticipated run 
time for the batch size in validation samples by determining 
concentrations on the basis of original calibration standards e.g. by 
re-injection of the whole batch.

The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The stability 
of the drug and the internal standard should be assessed 
over the anticipated run time for the batch size in validation 
samples by determining concentrations on the basis of 
original calibration standards.

captured above OK ok FDA The stability of processed samples, including the resident 
time in the autosampler, should be determined. The stability 
of the drug and the internal standard should be assessed 
over the anticipated run time for the batch size in validation 
samples by determining concentrations on the basis of 
original calibration standards.

OK to copy FDA guidance see above o.k. for LC-MS; might be as well important for ELISA

in-injector stability of the processed sample at injector 
temperature

included in above see "benchtop stability" above included in above OK to copy FDA guidance OK ok FDA included in above OK to use EMEA approach see above same as above

stock solutions The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

FDA guidance The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The stability of stock solutions of drug and the internal 
standard should be evaluated at room temperature for at 
least 6 hours. If the stock solutions are refrigerated or 
frozen for the relevant period, the stability should be 
documented. After completion of the desired storage time, 
the stability should be tested by comparing the instrument 
response with that of freshly prepared solutions.

Is a stability for the internal standard necessary, if stable 
isotope labeled standard is used?

no IS stability, stock solution stab as needed

Reinjection reproducibility Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to 
determine if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the 
case of instrument failure.

FDA guidance. Can be covered by "bencht top stability" see above Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to determine 
if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the case of 
instrument failure.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

No formal testing done at the moment ok FDA Reinjection reproducibility should be evaluated to determine 
if an analytical run could be reanalyzed in the case of 
instrument failure.

OK to copy FDA guidance; included in (more or less equal 
to) testing of in-injector stability.

as FDA Guidance  not needed;  is covered by autoinjector stability

metabolite stability The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample 
storage period should be assessed, preferably prior to 
sample analysis. For compounds with potentially labile 
metabolites, the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed 
subjects (or species) should be confirmed.

FDA guidance The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis. For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, 
the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis. For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, 
the stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance as for the drug and performed as needed (single or cocktail 
approach)

endogenous substances The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response 
function, and selectivity of the method for endogenous 
substances, metabolites, and known degradation products 
should be established for the biological matrix. For 
selectivity, there should be evidence that the substance 
being quantified is the intended analyte

FDA guidance. Covered by chapter "selectivity" see above The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response function, 
and selectivity of the method for endogenous substances, 
metabolites, and known degradation products should be 
established for the biological matrix. For selectivity, there 
should be evidence that the substance being quantified is 
the intended analyte

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA The accuracy, precision, reproducibility, response function, 
and selectivity of the method for endogenous substances, 
metabolites, and known degradation products should be 
established for the biological matrix. For selectivity, there 
should be evidence that the substance being quantified is 
the intended analyte

no idea as for specificity, evidence from pre-dose and control 
samples might be needed as well and might come later (as 
ISR)

QC samples In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to 
ensure proper control of the assay should be determined 
based on the run size. The placement of QC samples 
should be judiciously considered in the run.

FDA guidance In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to ensure 
proper control of the assay should be determined based on 
the run size. The placement of QC samples should be 
judiciously considered in the run.

OK to copy FDA guidance ( specific recommendation for 
Method Validation)

OK ok FDA In consideration of high throughput analyses, including but 
not limited to multiplexing, multicolumn, and parallel 
systems, sufficient QC samples should be used to ensure 
control of the assay. The number of QC samples to ensure 
proper control of the assay should be determined based on 
the run size. The placement of QC samples should be 
judiciously considered in the run.

OK to use FDA approach as FDA Guidance %5 rule is o.k.

general statement on acceptance/rejection criteria of 
standards and QCs

Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should 
be based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

FDA guidance Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should be 
based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

OK ok FDA Acceptance/rejection criteria for spiked, matrix-based 
calibration standards and validation QC samples should be 
based on the nominal (theoretical) concentration of 
analytes. Specific criteria can be set up in advance and 
achieved for accuracy and precision over the range of the 
standards, if so desired.

OK to use FDA approach as FDA Guidance o.k.

Robustness How to consider robustness during the development and 
application phases of an analytical method with regard to 
e.g. instrument, operator or site changes.

not specifically mentioned Not mentioned by FDA guidance nor by AAPS paper. Proposal by 
DZ: No additional tests to be performed, since robustness with 
regard to e.g. instrument, operator or site changes is covered by 
cross validation. Robustness of the method in terms of repeatability 
is coverd by ISR.

not specifically mentioned No specific robustness test should be conducted when 
instrument,  operators or site changes are required.  The 
System suitability test should be used for ensure success. 
Nevertheless, the system suitability test do not replace the  
run acceptance criteria.

No formal testing done at the moment not applicable due to inclusion of (in process) QC samples not specifically mentioned Robustness is covered by ISR tests. No additional test 
required (this is a pure GMP requirement!).

covered by study inter run QC performance and ISR not needed, site changes are covered by cross-validation

EMEA Company 10 Company 11 Company 12 Company 13 Company 14 Company 15 Company 16 Company 17 Company 18 Company 19 Company 20 Company 21

Does not apply for tissue and urine analysis.  It may be 
specifyed if the validation guidance cover  the main drug 
analyse only (NCI) or also cover analysis of metabolites  
with reference to MIST guidances. 

OK with EMEA statement, with exception : no validation is 
required for non standard matrices like tissue 
homogenates, urine, rare matrics. In these cases method 
qualification, focussing on key scientific challenges for the 
particular matrix will suffice. The decision to follow this 
approach should be documented a priori.

We prefer if the scope of this EMEA validation guideline 
coveres bioanalysis of both small molecules (e.g. by LC-
MS/MS) as well as large molecules (e.g. by LBA)

ok Noted, definition in any guideline must define scope 
properly, i.e. small molecules only  etc.

ok - by referring to PK biomarkers won't be covered by this 
guidance

Is this guideline for small molecules only? OK with EMEA statement. OK for GLP and GCP studies What is "bioanalytical methods". LC-MS and like or LBA or 
also SPR? Clarification needed.
Will it only cover sample analysis for PK? Or also PD 
(biomarkers)? Only pivotal/primary output parameters or 
broader? Metabolites? Clarification appreciated.

Method validation studies, including investigation into long-
term frozen stability, are not safety studies and should not 
be considered as GLP studies. However, the Bioanalytical 
laboratories should have written SOPs describing the 
validation procedures and the studies should be conducted 
according to a study protocol

because bioanalytical method establisment is not a non-
clinical safety study, no GLP should be applied to method 
development and method validation. The analytical 
laboratory should have a written set of standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) to ensure a complete system of quality 
control and assurance (the latter in case of application of 
validated methods in support of GLP studies).

Bioanalytical support to non clinical GLP studies should of 
course be performed in accordance with GLP (OECD GLP 
should be refered to in the EMEA guideline). For method 
validation and bioanalytical support to clinical studies, it is 
suggested that in these studies the analysis should be 
performed in accordance with standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) and analytical study plans in order to 

glp-compliance should not be mandatory for validations; 
test facility should have glp-certificate

Test facilities must have recognised Quality system in 
operation. Clarity on what is recognised standard would be 
useful. Generally GLP is seen as the preferred or most 
practised system

method validation not GLP-compliant GLP should not be applied to method development and 
method validation. However the laboratory should have a 
recognised Quality System in operation, GLP is the 
preferred Quality System.

Both, method development and method validation do not 
run under GLP control. 

In a validatrion no analyte can be considered as a test item. 
By definition a validation is out of the scope of GLP 
regulations.
However, bioanalytical method validations must be able to 
support GLP and GCP studies

Reference to applicable / desired / required quality system 
would be a good thing to add. GLP (OECD or FDA) for tox 
studies is clear, albeit that we Europeans prefer, follow and 
have to comply to OECD rather then FDA's GLP. Would be 
welcome to see a comment re: clinical studies.
The concept paper has the smell of GMP influence. Better 
get as far away from GMP as possible.

Copy FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance supplemented with paragraph 8 
CCIII

Comment: Under complete validation of an analytical 
method – (calibration curve performance) is a very vague 
statement.
Proposition: Suggest an assessment of the consistency of 
the slope of the calibration model (analyte response) across 
validation or study runs.

FDA + supplement on CCIII paper OK ok to copy guidance FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok since it is mentioned in CCIII that for internal standard 
no specific CA is necessary

OK with chapter III of FDA and supplementary paragraph OK with chapter III of FDA. Ch III of FDA guidance is OK OK. Follow US

OK to copy FDA guidance Need to use the same terminology as FDA selectivity rather 
than specificity (we rarely are specific)

OK to copy FDA guidance  Comment: Under Specificity – interference by metabolites; 
this specific information and certainly the availability of the 
reference standards may not be available for some period 
of time (i.e. after as many as 4 clinical studies).
Proposition: From in vitro metabolism work or animal ADME 
studies, monitor possible mass transitions of proposed 
metabolites and perform ISR analyses, looking at possible 
mass transitions and consistency of sample results.  
Retention time information will not be available.

FDA OK, but we believe that this test should also be 
performed for hyphenated mass spectrometry-based 
methods

6 different source may not be reasonable for HPLC-MS/MS 
assays.

FDA Guidance backed by AAPS or EBF peer reviewed 
conference report publications are appropriate. Refers to 
selectivity, definition needs to be harmonised

ok with that. However, section IV-A of the FDA guidance 
also describes selectivity, and this should be mentioned in 
this context as well. Interferences of concomitant 
medication or rescue medication part of in-study adaption 
of validated method. Reference to different ion transitions 
ok and/or analysis of pre-dose samples to demonstrate lack 
of interference ?

OK to copy FDA guidance but should this be 'selectivity'? OK to copy FDA guidance. However, it is rather difficult to 
test all possible interferences during method validation

The specificity and selectivity of the method should be 
demonstrated by using
- 6 individual sources of biological matrix
- specificity of the method demonstrated for each analyte 
and IS (critical for stable isotope IS), known metabolites for 
which a standard of reference is available, co-medications, 
...
If FDA doesn't mention specificity, the second part of IV.A. 
paragraph is speaking about specificity

[ICH Q2A, CPMP/ICH/381/95]
‘Specificity is the ability to assess unequivocally the analyte 
in the presence of components which may be expected to 
be present. Typically these might include impurities, 
degradants, matrix, etc.’

We never were that fond of the 6 independent blank 
matrices. Way to much room for interpretation and 'faul 
play' (the endless testing of matrices prior to method 
valdiation to get acceptable cal curves and qcs). Als othe 
MS comment is rather perculiar. In some cases it may not 
be, but ther are cases in which it is even more important.

OK to copy FDA guidance agree same as almirall response. LOD not useful for 
reliability of quantification.

OK to copy FDA guidance; remove LOD, is not a BA term Comment: Under sensitivity – There is no value in a limit of 
detection when we do not report data below the well 
defined LLOQ.
Proposition: Eliminate any reference to LOD in the context 
of a chromatographic assay (LC-UV FL MS/MS)

FDA OK as FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK OK to copy FDA guidance. 'Selectivity'? OK to copy FDA guidance. 

NA - remove We do not think that this should be included not required Require clarity on what is defined. Limit of detection not an 
appropriate criteria or evaluation in bioanalytical practice. 

not relevant Limit of detection should not be a validation parameter Limit of detection is in genaral not relvant for BA. Should be 
removed from EMEA-Guideline

Not relevant Of very limited relevance.

Unless EMEA is thinking to include black-white exposure 
testing in the guidance (drug abuse, toxic metabolites, toxic 
degradation products, things like that)

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance, but remove the requirement that 
LLOQ should have at least 5 times respons compared to 
blank  

FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

as FDA; different criteria for LBA's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok                                                                                    OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK with the FDA guidance.
However, the method should be able to detect 20% of the 
LLOQ (E.g.: S/N at LLOQ >= 15)

OK with FDA

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance See above ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA guidance do not require to demonstrate precision and 
accuracy at ULOQ level.
Intra- and inter-day precision and accuracy should be 
determined on, at least, LLOQ, QC low, QC mid, QC high 
and ULOQ levels

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok since it is only referred to matrix but not species/strain      
more general comment on rare matrices such as "for 
matrices of limited availability…"

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance; at least six accepted calibration 
levels should be used to define calibration curve OK to copy FDA guidance

At least 6 levels must fit the acceptance criteria.
Calibration points failing acceptance criteria must be 
discarded from calibration curve
Calibration point within the acceptance criteria must be 
considered in the evaluation of calibration curve parameters

OK met FDA 

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance Standard curve fitting is determined by applying a statistical  
model that adequately describes the concentration-
response relationship using appropriate weighting. - remove 
'simplest model' -model should be applied for all studies 
where the method is used

Standard curve fitting is determined by applying a 
regression model that adequately describes the 
concentration-response relationship using appropriate 
weighting and statistical tests for goodness of fit

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate Require 
justification  for complex regression models using data. 
Better definition of "simplest" model should be sought

ok                                                                      however, on 
page 6 of BMV guidance it is also mentioned that a 
calibration curve should consist of a blank sample (matrix 
sample processed without internal standard), a zero 
sample, and six to eight non-zero samples... blank samples 
not really part of a calibration curve, or ?

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified.

OK to copy FDA guidance; use of non-linear regression 
models should be justified. OK to copy FDA guidance

OK met FDA
Is anybody providing goodness-of-fit tests????

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; didfferent for LBA's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok but do we really (want to) perform statistical tests ? OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance

If any, then I rather go for a statistical approach (standard 
dev of the curve (slope e.g.)) then <15% per standard. If 2 
are above 15%, then throw out one and you may get an 
acceptable result but obviously different when your throw 
out 2. To much room for creativity.

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules. For large molecules different 
acceptance criteria and number of samples (e.g. at least 2 
samples at six occasions for interassay) are needed, for 
instance in accordance with CCIII or deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; different for NBE's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance but accuracy should be 
measured at LLOQ and three additional concentrations

OK to copy FDA guidance.
See Upper limit of Quantification proposal, 
ULOQ should be added in the evaluation of precision and 
accuracy of a BA method. For methods having a large 
dynamic range, the actual FDA guidance do not allow to 
detect a loss of linearity or a saturation issue at the ULOQ 
of the calibration range.

OK with current practice

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA; different for NBE's FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok   - comment on concentration levels as in FDA guidance, 
e.g. page 10: one within 3x the lower limit of 
quantification…? Discussion about midlle of concentration 
range, i.e. geometric versus arythmetric mean

Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance OK with current practice

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance There is no such thing as inter-day accuracy. 

Same a FDA Guidance OK
OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy the FDA guidance, with the exception of "and 

may involve different analysts, equipment, reagents, and 
laboratories"

FDA OK for small molecules. For large molecules different 
acceptance criteria and number of samples (e.g. at least 2 
samples at six occasions for interassay) are needed, for 
instance in accordance with CCIII or deSilva et al.

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance but precision should be 
measured at LLOQ and three additional concentrations

OK to copy FDA guidance.
See Accuracy comment

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance OK with current day practice

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules different 
acceptance criteria needed, for instance in accordance with 
deSilva et al.

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok  Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance Same acceptance criteria as in FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance It would be extremely nice if there would some guidance on 
HOW to calculate intra- & inter-day. There seem to be 10 
different ways  round of which at least 9 are wrong.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK for small molecules, for large molecules other 
matrices should be possible, e.g. buffer

ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices OK to copy FDA guidance; Exception: rare matrices OK to copy FDA guidance
When the same matrix is not used to dilute samples, within-
study dilution matrix QC samples should be used

OK

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance …consistent, precise and reproducible…. =3 times the 
same. 
Yes recovery should be consistent. Consistent form bathc 
to batch, consistent over the concentration range. And 
similar to the relevant IS. Criteria??? Difficult, but would not 
mind having them.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards  reference sample

Comment: Under Stability – analyte in matrix in the 
refrigerator is especially important for the analysis of urine 
samples.  This should be highlighted.  It is not clear why 
bench top stability of dry extracts or reconstituted samples 
should be investigated as this is part of the sample 
preparation process. 
Proposition: Recommend that the stability of the analyte be 
investigated under all conditions that study samples may be 
subjected to during the collection, storage and analysis 
periods of a study.  Bench top stability should be 
investigated as appropriate to the sample processing (may 
explore stress conditions).

FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. Analyte stability should be determined after at least three 
freeze and thaw cycles. ...

At least comes from CC III white paper (Chapter 9.0, end 
of 2nd §)

OK

Should be covered by bench top stability Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance -stability should be established 
for the intended storage conditions condition.

case by case FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Only 
those conditions used from sample origin to destruction 
should be tested  (i.e., no need for refrigerated conditions if 
not used)

ok, but last sentence regarding storage temperature fits 
better to long-term stability

Stability of the analyte should be assessed at all relevant 
conditions/temperatures that the study sample is likely to 
experience from sample collection, transport, storage and 
analytical assay stages. Stability of the analyte in matrix in 
the refrigerator may not be necessary..

Validation of stability of the analyte in matrix stored in the 
refrigerator is generally not required; stability testing should 
be focussed on 'real' strorage conditions, i.e. freezer, room 
temperature,…

Only if needed according to sample treatment

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards  reference sample

FDA + CCIII OK actual temp FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Use of 
phrase ambient suggested, "room temperature" can vary 
globally

not necessary OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance.
OK to copy FDA guidance

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance - evaluate towards nominal, not 
towards reference sample 

FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

analytical run time only applies in case no cooled 
autosampler is used

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance. OK to copy FDA guidance
However, "The storage time in a long-term stability 
evaluation should exceed the time between the date of first 
sample collection and the date of last sample analysis " is 
not realistic.
As an exemple, in a carcino study, samples are generaly 
analyzed close to each blood sampling period. Asking a 

This should be covered by the post-preparation stability, 
otherwise to specific to be covered by a guideline. OK to 
copy FDA guidance

should be established for the intended storage condition FDA + CCIII OK FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate. Better 
definition of terminology required i.e.., in auto sampler , re-
injection or storage prior to to analysis

ok but maybe replace standards by samples                          
comment on -70°C /-20°C discussion ?                                  
Freshly prepared calibration samples for every storage 
timepoint ?

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance
However, storage temperature conditions required should 
not be strictly fixed in a guidance. They should mimic the 
storage sample conditions defined in the bioanalytical 
method.
Room temperature conditions for extract samples should be 
"if relevant"

OK to copy FDA guidance Same a FDA Guidance see recommendations described above FDA + CCIII OK ok with FDA as above ok with FDA guidance, bench top at RT usually not relevant Is this not time spent in Autosampler? (covered above?) OK to use EMEA approach

OK to copy FDA guidance, however the FDA may be to 
specific in the requirements to the study design.

Same a FDA Guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA + CCIII OK ok with guidance FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
OK to copy FDA guidance

Should be covered by the post-prep stability. OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK as above FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

in case of stable-labelled IS stock solution stability really 
necessary, acceptance criteria ?

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance
But already covered in auto-sampler stability

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance The stability of the analyte (drug and/or metabolite) in the 
matrix during the collection process and the sample storage 
period should be assessed, preferably prior to sample 
analysis.
For compounds with potentially labile metabolites, the 
stability of analyte in matrix from dosed subjects (or 
species) should be confirmed.

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok, ex-vivo ISS OK to copy FDA guidance  - ? -
For NCEs, sounds like specificity and matrix effect

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to use FDA approach
OK to copy FDA guidance

OK to copy FDA guidance OK to copy FDA guidance FDA OK ok go with FDA FDA Guidance backed by peer reviewed conference report 
publications (such as AAPS, EBF) are appropriate 

ok OK to copy FDA guidance OK to use FDA approach
OK to copy FDA guidance

Is covered in FDA CDER 2001 IIC: " Cross validation" Comment: Under Robustness, this would be investigated 
under normal operations if a method is used by multiple 
analysts, placed on multiple instruments or transferred to 
other labs.
Proposition: As appropriate, assay cross-validation should 
be performed by each new analyst, for each new 
instrument system and when transferred to a new 
laboratory.  The local SOP should address this in detail.

- not required Robustness tests are part of method development. 
Inappropriate to consider criteria on robustness for a 
validation. Definitions on when to consider re-validation and 
partial validation as per FDA guidance's are appropriate

Robustness tests should not be part of the overall validation 
there are too many variable to consider! The validation 
would become too resource intensive (and expensive).

Robustness is covered by ISR tests. No additional test 
required!

Not evaluated in the pre-study validation of a bioanalytical 
method.
Inter-run precision and accuracy evaluated during study 
samples measurement and ISR will be enough to highlight 
a robutness problem
No criteria for robustness. It should be left to bioanalytical 
responsible discretion.

IS a bit a GMP thingy. Would not mind having robustness 
there, but with all the QC we do, it is overdone.
Moreover assuming including ISR: That is a pretty good 
robustness verifier

covered by ISR 


 

24 companies answered this survey within a few weeks


 

EBF reps of 24 companies got the approval from senior 
management to deliver via EBF


 

Only a few delivered as well in parallel via other 
channels


 

Actually, the survey combined the answers of 24 
companies on 65 topics
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Covers all aspects of EMA concept paper


 

Covers all aspects of FDA/CDER 2001 Guidance
–

 
Guidance for Industry Bioanalytical Method 
Validation, U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Food and Drug Administration, Center for 
Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), Center for 
Veterinary Medicine (CVM), May 2001

Consolidated EBF Feedback to EMA -
 considerations
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Consolidated EBF Feedback to EMA –
 considerations –

 
continued


 

Covers 2006 Crystal City III recommendations
-

 
Workshop/Conference Report —

 
Quantitative Bioanalytical 

Methods Validation and Implementation: Best Practices for 
Chromatographic and Ligand Binding Assays. C. T. 
Viswanathan et al. The AAPS Journal 2007  9 (1) 


 

Considers other related regulations/guidance
-

 
OECD: e.g. OECD GLP 1-15

-
 

ICH: e.g. ICH -
 

S3A, ICH E6, ICH Q2 
-

 
FDA:  e.g. 21CFR 320.29, 21CFR part 58, 21CFR part 11

-
 

EMA: e.g. CPMP/EWP/QWP/1401/98
-

 
MHRA: e.g. Lab GCP guidance 07/2009
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EBF provided general comments 


 

EBF supports the EMA guideline as a step 
towards further harmonization in bioanalysis:               
as a consequence, the guideline shouldn’t have different 
recommendations from FDA

 
as outlined in [1-3] and 

associated conference reports and white papers, and it should 
stimulate towards an ICH guideline

 
in the near future. 

Contradictions in various guidances could lead to non-resolvable 
uncertainties in the bioanalytical community and/or undue 
duplication of work


 

EBF would also appreciate a guidance on 
biomarkers                                                      
However, due to the broad array of BM assays and technologies 
used we do not suggest to include it in this guidance as it would 
increase the complexity
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EBF provided general comments –
 

cont.  


 
EBF’s comments refer to chromatographic assays, LBAs, 
cell based and all other type of assays used for 
quantitation for non-clinical and clinical PK purposes. 

therefore


 

The guideline should clearly outline the different 
recommendations and acceptance criteria for LC-MS/MS 
assays and LBAs


 

The chapter “reanalysis of subject samples”
 

should 
differentiate between reanalysis due to technical and 
human error (e.g. instrument failure, mistake during 
manual pipetting), obviously implausible PK results (e.g. 
outliers on PK profile, control sample contamination) and 
incurred sample reproducibility (ISR).
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Detailed feedback to EMA on all topics 
touched by the concept paper:


 
Introduction 


 

Problem Statement
–

 
Application of guideline

–
 

GLP


 
Complete Validation


 

Reference standard


 
Specificity 


 

Sensitivity


 
Limit Of Detection LOD


 

LLOQ -
 

ULOQ


 
Range of Calibration Curve


 

Accuracy -
 

Precision


 
Dilution Integrity,  Parallelism


 

Stability


 
Robustness


 

Matrix effects


 
Partial and Cross Validations


 

Bioanalytical Method: analysis of 
(study) samples


 

Reanalysis of subject samples


 
Re-integration of chromatograms


 

Incurred Sample Reanalysis (ISR)


 
Rare Matrices


 

Carry over 


 
Determination of metabolites during 
development
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EBF workshop on implementation of 
EMA BMV guideline 


 

Divided the guideline in 10 parts
–

 
All molecules: Summary –

 
1 –

 
2 –

 
3, 5, 6 and 8 -

 definitions
–

 
Small: 4 -

 
4.1.3, 4.1.4 -

 
4.1.7 and 4.1.8 -

 
4.4

–
 

Large: 7 -
 

7.1.1.6, 7.1.1.7 -
 

7.1.1.13 and 7.2 -
 

7.3.3


 
Groups of ± 6 members preparing a part


 

Excel and powerpoint templates for group 
presentations


 

Workshop 15-16 March 2012


 

Outcome and recommendations are planned to be 
published in Bioanalysis Q2/Q3 2012
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Part 3: Final EMA BMV guideline
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Some reflections


 

Well written


 
Clear structure


 

Clear distinction between method validation and 
sample analysis


 

First BMV guideline addressing the specifics for 
LBA/macromolecules


 

Defines applicable quality systems: GLP (pre-
 clinical) and GCP (clinical)


 

Good match with current thinking in BA community


 
Good fit with EMA Bioequivalence guideline


 

Fits with developing concepts within EMA on GCP 
for bioanalytical laboratories
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Table of contents



 
1. Introduction (background)



 
2. Scope



 
3. Legal basis



 
4. Method validation
–

 
4.1. Full validation of an analytical method

o

 

4.1.1. Selectivity
o

 

4.1.2. Carry-over
o

 

4.1.3. Lower limit of quantification
o

 

4.1.4. Calibration curve
o

 

4.1.5. Accuracy
o

 

4.1.6. Precision
o

 

4.1.7. Dilution integrity
o

 

4.1.8. Matrix effect
o

 

4.1.9. Stability
–

 
4.2. Partial validation

–
 

4.3. Cross validation
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Table of contents (continued)


 

5. Analysis of study samples
–

 

5.1. Analytical run
–

 

5.2. Acceptance criteria of an analytical run
–

 

5.3. Calibration range
–

 

5.4. Reanalysis of study samples
–

 

5.5. Integration


 

6. Incurred samples reanalysis


 

7. Ligand binding assays
–

 

7.1. Method validation
o

 

7.1.1. Full validation     (multiple subchapters)

–

 

7.2. Partial validation and cross-validation
–

 

7.3. Analysis of study samples
o

 

7.3.1. Analytical run
o

 

7.3.2. Acceptance criteria for study sample analysis
o

 

7.3.3. Incurred samples reanalysis



 

8. Reports
–

 

8.1. Validation report
–

 

8.2. Analytical report


 

Definitions
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SMALL/CHROMATOGRAPHY LARGE/LIGAND BINDING
1  Introduction

2  Scope
3  Legal basis

4.1.1  Selectivity 7.1.1.3  Selectivity
7.1.1.2  Specificity

4.1.2  Carry-over 7.1.1.4  Carry-over effect
4.1.3  LLOQ
4.1.4  Calibration curve 7.1.1.7  Calibration curve
4.1.5  Accuracy 7.1.1.8  Precision and accuracy4.1.6  Precision
4.1.7  Dilution integrity 7.1.1.9  Dilutional liniarity

4.1.8  Matrix effect 7.1.1.5  Matrix selection
7.1.1.6  Minimum required dilution

4.1.9  Stability 7.1.1.11  Stability of the samples
4.2  Partial validation 7.2  Partial validation and cross validation4.3  Cross validation

5  Analysis of study samples
7.3.1  Analytical run
7.3.2  Acceptance criteria
7.1.1.1  Reference standards

6  ISR 7.3.3  ISR
7.1.1.10  Parallelism
7.1.1.12  Reagents
7.1.1.13  Commercial kits

8  Reports
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Part 4: Points of attention
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Points of Attention
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3. Legal basis
–

 
Clinical: validation and sample analysis according to GCP

o

 

Reference to: “Reflection Paper for Laboratories that perform the 
analysis or evaluation of clinical trial samples”

–
 

Pre-clinical: GLP validation for GLP studies
o

 

‘Non-GLP pre-clinical: fit for purpose


 

4.1 Full validation of an analytical method
–

 
Generally a full validation should be performed for each 
species

o

 

Note: Partial validation for species or matrix change (4.2 Partial 
validation)

–
 

Reference standards: CoA of IS is not mandatory
–

 
Recommended to use stable isotope labeled IS for MS 
based assays
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Points of Attention (continued)
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4.1.1 Selectivity
–

 
Special attention to metabolites and their stability

–
 

Test on co-medication normally used in the subject 
population


 

4.1.4 Calibration curve
–

 
75% with a minimum of 6 must be within ± 15% (20% 
lloq)

–
 

Two consecutive failed batches: revise method before 
restarting validation


 

4.1.5 Accuracy and 4.1.6 Precison
–

 
QC levels: Lo 3x LLOQ, Me at 50% of cal curve range, Hi 
at 75%

–
 

Statistics: between-run accuracy = overall accuracy
–

 
Statistics: between-run precision = overall precision
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Points of Attention (continued)
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4.1.7 Dilution integrity
–

 
Dilution integrity should cover the dilution applied to the 
study samples


 

4.1.8 Matrix effect
–

 
6 individual samples, two concentrations, haemolysed 
and hyperlipidaemic


 

4.1.9 Stability
–

 
Stability during sampling/before storage (blood)

–
 

Multi analytes: stability in matrix containing all analytes
–

 
LTS results must be available before issuing the study 
report


 

4.2 Partial validation
–

 
Changes for which a partial validation may be needed …

 another matrix or species
o

 

Note: Generally a full validation should be performed for each 
species (4.1 Full validation)
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Points of Attention (continued)
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4.3 Cross validation
–

 
Different methods. How different can different be before it 
is different?


 

5.2 Acceptance criteria for the analytical run
–

 
Runs 

 
batches

–
 

Multiple analytes: one curve for each analyte. If one fails, 
others can still be reported.

–
 

If overall mean precision and accuracy exceeds 15% an 
investigation must be started. In BE studies: “may result in 
rejection of the data”


 

5.4 Reanalysis of study samples
–

 
Deviating IS response: sample reanalysis


 

6. Incurred sample reanalysis
–

 
10% for first 1000, 5% of the rest

–
 

Follows principles of EBF recommendation paper
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Points of Attention (continued)
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7. Ligand binding assays
–

 
First guideline specifically addressing LBA

–
 

No (major) deviations from the current practices
–

 
Follows general principles as for small 
molecules/chromatographic assays


 

8 Reporting
–

 
20% Chromatograms in BE studies, representative in 
other cases.

–
 

Report overall statistics of QCs


 

General
–

 
Recovery: not requested by EMA (but in FDA 2001)

–
 

Runs 
 

batches
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